Volunteer Opportunity

**Position:** Video Review - Timestamp Recorder  
**Location:** Remote  
**Tools needed:** Computer, tablet or phone and access to YouTube and Google  
**Time:** Day/Night  
**Day(s):** Weekday/Weekend  
**Project Duration:** Ongoing  
**Commitment:** Review of three or more videos (average length of video 1-2 hours each)

The Cutaneous Lymphoma Foundation (CLF) is currently seeking one or more individuals to review and populate a timestamp log for our past event Q & A recordings. The person responsible would review CLF’s existing Q & A program videos (posted on CLF’s YouTube channel) and update a Google Sheet log with the questions asked, and the corresponding track time.

CLF staff will then update this information on the recordings enabling viewers to find the information of importance to them. For an example of how this functionality works, visit: https://youtu.be/pdct__IHzhY and click “Show More” beneath the video description.